Hgtv small bathroom designs

A translucent shower curtain surrounds the freestanding white bathtub creating a functional
shower. Bold blue walls pop against white trim and wainscoting. White molding placed below
the line of the ceiling creates a visually smaller space, and a sparkling chandelier adds a touch
of glamor to the space. If you're remodeling or installing a bathroom, you'll want to browse
small bathroom decorating ideas. While the blueprint for your bathroom won't change based on
how it's decorated, you can "expand" the space with a few strategic decorating ideas, creating a
space that's elegant, attractive and efficient. Small bathrooms can be a design and decorating
challenge, but with the right combination of fixtures, surfaces, colors, decor and lighting, it's
possible to create the illusion of a much larger space. In recent years, bathrooms have begun to
expand significantly in size â€” master bathrooms in newer homes can be positively palatial
affairs, for example. Older homes tend to feature much smaller bathrooms throughout, and even
newer construction often features half baths that can benefit from the decorating tricks that
help create the illusion of more space. One of the first tenets of small bathroom decor is to
consider color and light. Generally speaking, a bathroom â€” or any space for that matter â€”
will always seem larger if it's lighter and brighter. For this reason, be sure to take full advantage
of any natural light available in your small bathroom. Make sure any curtains or shades are
translucent, and keep windowsills free of any items that would obstruct sunlight from entering
the space. Similarly, when choosing paint colors or a color scheme for the entire space, focus
on lighter, livelier hues. Your choice of an overall stylistic approach for your bathroom can also
serve to expand or contract the space. Although any style can work in a small space if it's
minimal enough, traditional, rustic or country styles tend to feature more adornment and decor
than contemporary and modern styles, which are generally more sleek and streamlined. A great
example of a space-saving fixture that works well in a more updated design is a pedestal sink.
This efficient space saver can work great with a simple, straightforward style. Lighting can go a
long way towards creating the appearance of more space in a small bathroom. Task and
decorative lighting can be strategically deployed to open up the bathroom, with the sink and
shower areas illuminated specifically with task lights, and space over and below cabinets
decoratively illuminated to create height and depth in the space. Another way to add height and
depth is with your choices for surface patterns. For walls, consider beadboard or wallpaper with
vertical stripes to add a sense of height to the entire space. Hardwood floors or tile should run
the length of the space to make it seem longer, and tilework on walls should be perpendicular to
flooring, to create further depth in the space. Finally, for wall tilework, consider adding
unbroken, continual horizontal line designs; these will serve to create the illusion of a space
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Pinterest Instagram. Small bath? Big design and decor opportunity! Grab inspiration from these
gorgeous-yet-tiny washrooms. Small bathroom color palettes don't have be limited to whites
and grays. In a small space, you can use bright, bold colors and patterns that might be
overwhelming in a larger room. This small bathroom from Dabito of Old Brand New is bursting
with rich colors, quirky patterns and geometric shapes. Small bathrooms unfortunately call for
smaller fixtures. Instead of overwhelming your bathroom with a large sink and bulky vanity,
choose a smaller, vintage-inspired sink. This piece serves its purpose while allowing extra room
underneath to stow two small step stools. Yes, you can make a tub work in a small bathroom!
This otherwise cramped enclosure is the perfect spot for a small soaking tub. From bright, tribal
pattern flooring to towel hooks that double as fun art, this is a great example of a small
bathroom that gets everything right. Your bathroom should feel simultaneously invigorating and
relaxing. Designer Justina Blakeney's jungalow bathroom is inspired by the baths she
experienced on her travels to Turkey and Morocco. The blue color choice came from a family
trip to Lake Tahoe. In tiny powder rooms like this one, small, medium and large wallpaper
patterns work well. In larger powder rooms and bathrooms, wall coverings featuring small
patterns can look cluttered. Even petite bathrooms can benefit from an accent wall such as this
forest green wall featuring a vintage map. Instead of making this small bathroom seem smaller,
the accent wall adds much-needed color to an otherwise neutral space. Patterns look great in
small bathrooms. Try a quirky patterned floor and see how the small square footage actually
works in your favor. For another decor trick that adds interest to your bathroom without taking
up space, try brass or gold fixtures instead of more common chrome. A small space, like this
powder room, can be a fun place to try out bold colors or patterns. Here, green leafy wallpaper
gives the space jungle fever and is imaginatively contrasted by the reds and yellows of the rug.
Lighten up a small space with white trim, white patterned wallpaper, white shower tile and a
sweet, traditional vanity. Up the style ante and make your small bath look larger by installing a
panorama of chic, colorful wall tile. While vertical stripes might make you look thinner, they can
make your bathroom look bigger and more dramatic! Adding long, uninterrupted horizontal
planks to a small bathroom is also a great way to make it seem larger than it actually is. In this
small bathroom, the shiplap walls maximize horizontal space and keep the room from feeling
closed in. An advantage of small bathrooms? Smaller prices. Sparkling damask wallpaper
creates a stunning setting for a pair of contemporary pendant lights and golden sunburst mirror
in this ultra-glam bathroom. Sometimes bold color is all you need to make a big statement.
Although this space is small, the bold salmon-pink walls give it fresh personality. A simple
white vanity and sleek fixtures balance the vibrant color. While you'd never want clothes lying
all over the floor even in a palatial bathroom, it's especially important to keep things neat and
tidy in a small bathroom like this one from the HGTV Dream Home The rolling wire laundry
basket shown here is a great design choice that blends function and style. A repurposed
wooden ladder adds instant charm above the toilet in this farmhouse-inspired bathroom,
offering a place to hang a hand towel and a basket to store extra towels and any other bathroom
necessities. See More of This Bathroom's Remodel. Walk-in showers are far from your only
option for high-style bathing. This bathroom features a subway-tiled tub married with a
barely-there glass enclosure. The use of glass keeps the full expanse of the room visible for a
spacious feel. The vanity is often the largest piece of furniture in a bathroom and therefore has
a big effect on how spacious the room feels. In this small WC designed by Marian Parsons, a
floating vanity takes up less physical space without compromising style. A yellow, footed tub
framed by yellow, floral curtains create a cozy, French country-inspired bath. A wood cabinet,
antique door with glass handle and a blue, distressed footstool complete the aesthetic. Design
by Sarah Richardson. Small bathrooms can't afford to be cluttered. If your bathroom doesn't
have space for large amounts of storage, the storage you do have should pull double duty as an
accent piece like these sleek natural wood shelves with well-placed essentials and decor
pieces. Besides a bath mat, small bathrooms don't necessarily need rugs. Take a tip from this
bathroom that's not much bigger than a corner and decorate your floor with a cheeky tile design
instead. The message adds spunk without taking up space. Careful attention to design ensured
that this already-small bathroom would not feel closed in. Wine boxes add beautiful, warm color
and create easy storage. A skirt for the sink provides extra storage underneath, and the pages
of an old book are taped to the wall for inexpensive and effective decoration. Luxury can be
found even in a small space. This bathroom has just a standard-sized tub, but the black tile,
glass shower and brass accessories turn it into a retreat. No matter how small your bath,
gutting and replacing fixtures is an expensive undertaking. Save money by updating what you
can yourself. For example, give a builder-basic vanity a trendy cottage-style update by stripping
the paint or stain down to the natural wood, then adding a coat of whitewash. It's a well-known

design truth that mirrors can create the illusion of more space. The floor-to-ceiling mirror shown
here is a perfect example of this tactic. The floating marble vanity and soft, clean color scheme
further complete the posh, airy look of this bathroom. Quirky, colorful book cover wallpaper
makes a major statement in this small bathroom. Simple decor, like thin brass wall sconces, a
retro mirror and white marble vanity, balance the bold paperback pattern. From the mesmerizing
floor tile to the slanted ceiling, this bathroom is nothing but first-rate design inspiration. One of
designer Emily Henderson's tactics for decorating this small bathroom photographed by Tessa
Neustadt was to match metals, from towel bars to faucets, for a more cohesive appearance. The
right lighting choices in a small bathroom can maximize the space and provide the adequate
light you need for your daily bathroom routine. This bathroom combines recessed lighting with
a retro fixture for task lighting over the vanity. Try a bold, dark ceiling color in your small
bathroom, such as the black ceiling in this room from Sarah Gibson , designer and blogger at
Room for Tuesday. The dramatic shade also helps expand the height of this small bathroom by
drawing the eye upwards. Fish scale tile is a hot bathroom trend and using it on a small shower
accent wall is a great way to elevate your bathroom in a very subtle way. Bonus: Having less
wall space to cover also means you'll spend less on this crave-able tile. Finish off the shower
with a sleek glass door to strut your shower's new style. Floating shelves provide storage space
for style-boosting accesories and bath necessities while making the room appear bigger. Any
kind of enclosure or barrier in a room can divide it up and make the space feel smaller. While
that might be desirable in some spaces, it's not what you want in a small bathroom. In this
ultra-modern bathroom, the shower has no enclosure at all, which lends a roomier feel. Photo
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Thanks. Twitter Facebook Pinterest Instagram. Everyone needs a soothing spot to escape to
when they need to find their zen. So why not make it the bathroom? In these Fixer Upper
renovations, Joanna Gaines transformed the spaces from dark, dingy, outdated rooms to
spa-like oases made for face-masking and bubble baths. Here are 20 of her best bathrooms to
add to your Pinterest board. This bathroom brings natural touches into the contemporary
space, from the rock-covered wall to the reclaimed wood beam. The bathroom Gaines designed
for her sister is a true beauty, from the different shades of blue tile to the cool octagonal towel
bar. This space features concrete countertops, large glass shower doors, and two unique
storage shelves on the wall for plants and beauty products. A post shared by Fixer Upper Fan
Page hgtv. The wallpaper in this bathroom might be bold, but it worksâ€”especially with the
curvy antique gold sconces and mirror mimicking the swoops in the paper's pattern. If you've
dreamt of having a bathroom that doubles as a spa, it might look something like this. After
taking a bright and sunny bath in the neutral-colored space, you can hang out on the private
balcony for some fresh air. Hello, flawless earth-toned bathroom. This space features cool
gray-blue cabinets, black hardware, a punch of warm brown wood, and some monstera leaves.
The ultimate country bathroom, this space has white shiplap walls with a navy accent, floating
shelves, and a pretty tile floor. This eye-catching bathroom follows a good rule of thumb: A tiny
space like a powder room is a great spot to try a big, fun pattern. Gaines again created a
spa-like feel in this space by using teak wood instead of tile around the shower, plus wood
cabinetry, black hardware, gray-toned countertops, and lots of eucalyptus. The gray paint,
shiplap accent wall, wood-framed mirror, and marble countertop pair perfectly in this rustic
bathroom. You know a bathroom is going to be goals when you utilize a spare bedroom to make
it bigger. That extra space allowed for this pretty minimalistic bathtub, a double vanity, and a
shower. Sometimes it's all about simplicity. This bathroom features a sleek blue vanity, gold
accents, and a huge mirror that makes the space even brighter. This gray, white, and black
bathroom gets some eye-catching touches from a bold black matte mirror and retro-style brass
sconces and hardware. It would be impossible not to find your chill in this cozy bathroom,
especially considering how the nook perfectly hug the standalone tub. How can you resist a
bathroom with a chandelier? This renovated space has an insane amount of storage space for
towels andâ€”let's be realâ€”all your beauty products. With touches of modern from the subway
tile walls, lights, and mirror, this space is a keeper. The overload of wooden textures creates the
vague sense that you may be showering inside an incredibly chic tree house. The ultimate girly
bathroom, Gaines combined buffalo check wallpaper, brass hardware, and a pastel-colored
shower curtain for a super-pretty space. This bathroom mixes a mid-century modern vanity with
industrial details from the black mirrors, hardware, and concrete countertops. Design
Inspiration. Room Ideas. How to Renovate. United States. Type keyword s to search. Today's
Top Stories. How to Repair Scratched Glass. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. You
can't beat a having an ultra-modern black matte clawfoot bathtub in your master bedroom. View
this post on Instagram. Rachel Whyte. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. More From Design Inspiration. A
bathroom is one of the most important place in our house where we can find comfort and
serenity. It is a room for personal hygiene, generally containing a bathtub or a shower, and
possibly also a bidet. While many of us want a large bathroom, some of us have to make do with
small bathrooms that are usually seen in most apartments. At this time you need some great
small bathroom design ideas for upcoming project. To optimise the space in your tiny bathroom
, you can place skylights or get larger windows in the bathroom to use sunlight to create an
open space. Do not use a large vanity for a small space. Use a delicate pedestal with nice
storage and get smaller bathroom shelves rather than a linen closet. In order to make the
bathroom appear larger, you can use a large mirror at the sink to reflect the light. Using light
colors on the walls and the floor will also increase the feeling of space in your bathroom. With
the help of a few clever fixtures, lightings, colors and accessories, a good small bathroom

design would allow you to get all the luxuries and comforts that you want. If you know any good
bathroom design ideas or photos feel free to drop a comment. This small space bathroom
features many small space tricks, including the perfect combination of mirror and glass. Several
space saving devices were used in this small bathroom. The wall hung toilet and dark floor also
enhance the feeling of space. The vivid lights installed in this area helps a lot in making this
spacious enough to provide comfort to the homeowners. The use of soft grey marble in tiles
and mosaic add the needed texture and interest make this small bathroom seem larger. A few
show windows but the majority look to all have walls and no sight of extractor fans etc unless
these are hidden but in an area like this one of the top priorities is ventilation? Love the
makeover of these bathrooms! I am impressed with your work. I enjoyed over reading your blog
post. Your blog have nice information and I got good ideas. Thanks for sharing. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Good
bathroom design should elevate a utilitarian space into a place for rejuvenation and self-care.
Outdated, cramped or oddly outfitted bathrooms can disrupt the daily personal hygiene
activities that lead to wellness. If you find yourself getting in and out of your small bathroom as
quickly as possible each morning, it could be time for a redesign. As you begin your search for
small bathroom design ideas , it might seem that decorators only cater to those with the
expansive bathrooms normally featured in decor magazines and home renovation television
shows. Design divas all over the internet have tackled the problem of cramped bathroom
quarters. Even if you only have a modest space in which to work, you can find ways to open up
space and create an aesthetically pleasing respite by applying some inspiration from this
collection small bathroom designs. This is a beautiful, modern design with touches of elegance.
It is simple, with a dark grey color scheme and clean lines, but the marble countertops add
charm. The wood trim around the white cabinets also adds texture and depth to the area. Step
into the luxury of a 4-star hotel with this bathroom design. Marble tiling in the tub brings culture
into the small space. The marble tile floor follows the pattern of the tub and provides a
consistency to the room in a striking way. The deep soaking tub features a rain shower and a
hand-held faucet feature, which adds a touch of luxury to your daily routine. The open towel
storage solution will let you showcase your fluffiest towels, and remind you of your last stay in
a luxury hotel. This solution is perfect for any person who loves retro-charm. A clawfoot tub
provides old-school appeal and is the perfect place to soak or read. The exposed pipes of the
pedestal sink complete the old-fashioned look. This bathroom may not look out into a garden,
but with plenty of light colors, and elements of nature, it can transport you to your own secret
garden. This modern bathroom is perfect for an in-city loft or contemporary home. The concrete
flooring and exposed wooden ceiling provide amazing textures to this simplistic bathroom.
These simple elements are mimicked in the designs of the tub and sink, making the space look
larger with a cohesive design. Linens on the sink, rug, and shower curtain bring a touch of
softness to this industrial design. This Victorian bathroom design brings the appeal of times
gone by. A classic clawfoot tub and simple pedestal sink are contrasted by extravagant brass
light fixtures. The sunny yellow and white color schemes are mimicked in the fixtures and linens
of the room. A beautiful stained glass framed window brings in light while completing the charm
of this old-fashioned bathroom. Wood textures are on display in this modern bathroom. A
ladder leaned against the wall above the toilet adds a practical storage solution, while bringing
rustic, farmhouse elements into the room. These elements are imitated in the raised porcelain
basin of the farmhouse sink and the wicker baskets that serve as storage solutions under the
vanity. The beach is brought indoors in this ocean-inspired design. Nautical inspired
wainscoting lines the ceiling and walls, in an ocean themed blue and white color scheme. The
White tile flooring with grainy accents is reminiscent of the sand. Copper fixtures pop against
the lighter colors and add richness to the room. This tiny bathroom packs a lot of style in a
small space. The white colors make the room seems brighter and bigger. Crown molding is
placed below the ceiling line, which draws attention upwards, and adds height to the room.
Rustic wooden shelves add open storage solutions, and a simple, geometric pattern adds
texture without cluttering the room. The over-sized mirror plays a starring role in this bathroom
design. With its expansive size, it reflects the bright colors of the room and gives a sense of
spaciousness. The plain lines leave the space feeling simple and uncluttered. The sink brings
an extra level of interest and acts as an accent piece to the space. Simple metal shelving acts as
open storage, providing a simple, but a visually pleasing solution. Weathered-wood paneling
lines the walls and floors of this bathroom, adding exciting details to the space. Contrasted by
the dark walls, the white features of this bathroom pop. The white, plain ceiling ensures that the
space does not feel too dark or overwhelmed by the wood. The dramatic effects of this
bathroom make it the perfect solution for anyone who wants their small space to make a big

impression. You can feel like a regular mermaid in this bathroom. Glittering blue tiles
encompass the room, creating an ocean of blue. The mosaic is only minimally interrupted by
shining metal and subdued white colors. This outdoor-inspired bathroom feels like a natural
hideaway. The rock-lined shower features a rain-head faucet, making you feel like you are
washing in a waterfall. Wood floors extend the natural feel. Potted plants, pillar candles, and
lots of natural light perfect the organic character of the space. If your bathroom is becoming a
bit out-of-date, this bathroom solution is ideal. A fresh coat of paint and some hardware
upgrades give this basic vanity a modern feel. Painting old lightening fixtures in uniform black
updates their look without having to replace them completely. Adding industrially inspired
shelves with metal whicker baskets brings the look together and draws your bathroom into this
century. Simple white marble and gentle light make this bathroom the perfect, calming area for
your home. The spa-like shower provides you a choice of a rain or hand-held shower head. The
uniform look inspires you to quiet your mind, with no signs of clutter or stress in sight. Natural,
relaxing light makes the space feel larger. Cute and pretty accents are the main draw of this
classy design. A lovely clear display case makes storage into a statement. The vase-like lamp
adds a surprising, and unique lightening element to the room. Potted lavender and a richly
textured shower curtain complete this well-appointed space. This adorable bathroom is perfect
for people who love modernist designs but hate boring colors. Pops of bright blue shine
through the tiled wall. A unique yellow desk lamp serves as a quirky vanity light. A round mirror
adds to the fun design and a free floating pedestal sink gives the illusion of extra space. This
design uses unconventional features to create a cohesive, modern, and fun bathroom. Who
says wallpaper is dead? Far from looking dates, this woodlands themed wallpaper adds lines to
this bathroom that draws attention to its height, and makes the room seem larger. The simple,
geometric sink and clean, white backsplash prevent the wallpaper from making the room look
cluttered. The nature theme is continued in the wood flooring and the artwork accents. This
simplistic bathroom uses a monochromatic color scheme to blend shelving into the walls. The
shelves allow fully displays of collections of shells in this design, adding to the nautical feeling
of the room. This design, however, can be modified to showcase whatever treasures you love.
The barebones clawfoot tub, copper pipes, and chair and basin add rustic charm to the space
without detracting attention from the highlight shelves. If stark colors are more your speed, this
bathroom is for you. A concrete based shower with metal siding acts as a strong focus of this
design. The dark textiles and colors give the space a powerful feel. The distressed wood
cabinets also add drama to the area. Comfortable brown linens contrast bright blue walls in this
rich scheme. The light blue walls provide light, while the brown wood vanity and ladder add
darker elements. Rich, fluffy towels, and wicker baskets provide warmth. A clear blue vase with
woody blooms ties the two looks together. This gorgeous design brings the peace and
tranquility of the spa into your home bathroom. Cedar wrapped ceilings and walls bring warmth
and the healing properties of nature. The simplistic, neat lines provide unity to the room and
inspire calming thoughts. The high window and white tiles in the shower afford lots of light to
the room and add another touch of nature. This minimalist design is anything but boring. The
simple, bright colored room is interrupted by a mosaic pattern of colors. The pattern extends
from the bath wall to the vanity, to the floor, and even to the candle holders. The repeated
pattern adds a level of interest to the standard design, elevating the standard scheme to a truly
unique space. This bathroom provides a gorgeous upgrade to a standard home feature: the
medicine cabinet. Rather than hiding your things behind a bulky, ugly mirror, this bathroom
adds glass and paneling to the medicine cabinet. Clear shelves, a glass window, and white
paneling turn something homeowners usually hide into a featured piece. This bathroom is the
perfect way to wake up in the morning. An energizing, lime green wainscoting gets you up and
going. The green color scheme is mimicked in the potted plants and the natural element is
reflected in the wooden toilet seat cover. The green glow is kept from overwhelming the space
through simple, white colors. Elegant, but minimalistic, this design takes its color scheme from
the marble countertops. Silver walls and white trim mimic the marble countertops through the
room. City apartments can have beautiful bathrooms too. The charcoal greys and black bins in
this design give the room an urban feel. The white counters and subway tiled bath give light to
the space, and an oval mirror lends length and makes the space seem larger. This beautiful
bathroom is inspired by nature. Pebble flooring is reminiscent of gently flowing rivers, a motif
which is mimicked in the gorgeous, blue, mosaic tiles lining the shower. Dark brown accents
provide a wooded feel to the room. While the white sloped ceiling draws the eye upward and
bathes the room in light. Showcased in this design, garage sale finds can be repurposed and
upcycled to provide charm in your bathroom. Old license plate are reimagined as decor, lending
a rustic quality to the design. The is complemented by a garden ladder which has been
remodeled for towel storage, and a hand-woven wicker basket that is given new life as a

bathroom shelf. This tiny space turns its back on convention and gains space in the process.
The uniform tile extending from the floor to the back wall of the shower also provides unity and
ties the space together. This modern bathroom is breezy and light. Large, horizontal tiling draws
attention to the width of the space and makes it seem more expansive. Likewise, the clean,
geometric lines leave the space feeling simple, modern, and inviting. This beautiful blue
bathroom is flooded with natural light. With gorgeous, white Venetian blinds, light can enter the
room without sacrificing privacy. A pop of green on crisp, bright valances brings an element of
contrast to the blue. A weathered white vanity affords rustic charm to the room. One of the first
things that catch the eye in this design is the unique toilet placement. This design feature
utilizes the natural depth of the tub, and makes sure not a square foot of space is wasted.
However, there is much more to see in this design than just the commode. Beautiful pops of
orange come through clean white fixtures and gray walls. Chrome fixtures grant a mid-century
modern feel to this quirky bathroom. Source: castlesdecor. Source: lindsaystephenson. Source:
thistlewoodfarms. Source: madebymood. Source: kickdecor. Source: loversiq. Source:
modalifemobilyamodelleri. Source: projetos. Source: littlevintagenest. Source: dwellingdecor.
Source: joshta. Source: banoyestilo. Source: abeautifulmess. Source: digsdigs. Source:
thehildrethloo. Source: archilovers. Source: decandyou. Source: konstadin. Source: architizer.
Source: nqender. Source: wintel-line. Source: cybball. Source: maisondepax. Source: imanada.
Source: wearefound. Source: funkyjunkinteriors. Source: chateautourduroc. Source: hgtv.
Source: lostinvogue. Sponsored by Signature Hardware. Watch this dad join forces with
Signature Hardware to create a shared bathroom makeover that works for the whole family.
Tired of your cookie-cutter bathroom? Follow our simple guide for skipping the renovation and
still giving your bathroom the va-va-voom treatment with just one can of paint, one day of work
and a few fresh accessories! Sponsored by Behr. Patterned tile flooring, golden accessories
and a white tub make this black and white bathroom shine. See more on HGTV. A tropical
printed shower curtain, light blue walls and white hexagon tile give this bathroom major
character. This neutral bathroom is decorated with green and white striped wallpaper, a white
vanity and gold accents. Complete with a sage bathroom vanity, a hanging globe pendant and
gold accents, this midcentury bathroom is a happy spot in this home. See more with HGTV. The
light purple painted cabinets in this bathroom pop against layered mirrors and a neutral color
palette. Take a full tour on HGTV. This kids bathroom is decorated with yellow floor tile, a blue
vanity and green patterned wallpaper. Take a full house tour on HGTV. This Spanish style
bathroom is decorated with beige and white tile, a gold rimmed mirror and a red pendant. This
bathroom, designed by the property brothers, features dark blue tile, a white bathroom vanity
and stone flooring. See more at HGTV. Christina Anstead's master bathroom, decked out with a
double vanity, brass hardware and graphic cement floor tile. Take a full tour. A light purple
vanity paired with a gold mirror, flowered wallpaper and starburst tile. Clawfoot bathtubs
display a timeless and classic design that proves to be stylish even today. Check out these
clawfoot bathtub designs that show how these vintage bathroom fixtures can be incorporated
into a modern bathroom design. This was an amazing Bathroom transformation with White
Penny Tile floors, new white cabinets and a beautiful mint green subway tile. New fixtures in the
Bath and this once boring bathroom was transformed to classic luxury! Example of a small
transitional kids' gray tile and subway tile marble floor and gray floor bathroom design in New
York with shaker cabinets, white cabinets, a two-piece toilet, gray walls, marble countertops and
white countertops Main Bath - Wall Tile and Floor tile with white vanity - karenhla. I custom
designed this vanity out of zinc and wood. I wanted it to be space saving and float off of the
floor. The tub and shower area are combined to create a wet room. John Granen Example of a
small danish master cement tile floor and multicolored floor bathroom design in Seattle with
shaker cabinets, blue cabinets, a two-piece toilet, white walls, an undermount sink and quartz
countertops Cabinet color: Sherwin-Williams naval - yanqin. Compact master bath remodel, with
hair accessories plug ins, Swiss Alps Photography Inspiration for a small timeless master beige
tile and travertine tile travertine floor and multicolored floor walk-in shower remodel in Portland
with raised-panel cabinets, medium tone wood cabinets, a wall-mount toilet, beige walls, an
undermount sink, quartz countertops and a hinged shower door like electrical utility shelf like
this in bathroom cabinets please - charik. My team took a fresh approach to traditional style in
this home. Inspired by fresh cut blossoms and a crisp palette, we transformed the space with
airy elegance. Exquisite natural stones and antique silhouettes coupled with chalky white hues
created an understated elegance as romantic as a love poem. A fresh new look to a small
powder bath. Our client wanted her glass dolphin to be highlighted in the room. Changing the
plumbing wall was necessary to eliminate the sliding shower door. The colors and tiling aren't
my favorite, but I would really love to have a bench in the shower. The linear design includes
generous drawers fitted with customized storage for grooming accessories. An Architect's

bathroom added to the top floor of a beautiful home. Clean lines and cool colors are employed
to create a perfect balance of soft and hard. Tile work and cabinetry provide great contrast and
ground the space. Photographer: Dean Birinyi Shower setup -- overhead bring lower , handheld,
single glass next to toilet. Need grab bars at door and pull-down seat on wall next to controls or
reverse. Double shower - small transitional master white tile and subway tile porcelain tile and
gray floor double shower idea in Other with shaker cabinets, an undermount sink, quartzite
countertops, a hinged shower door, white countertops, medium tone wood cabinets and white
walls Would this work for our shower all white with grey floor? A spacious, L-shaped Maple
vanity with Dove finish offers double the amount of storage space. The new Viaterra quartz
looks classic and is easy to maintain. Custom-made Ghost Wood mirrors and floating shelves
fabricated out of distressed wood and galvanized piping create focal points amongst the clean
white selections. Gorgeous Eramosa Ice ceramic tile floors add a splash of silver. The
basketweave tile floor adds some geometric interest in the otherwise clean, white space. After
all, quite a few hardworking fixtures have to fit together, not to mention your desire to add some
style to the space. While some small bathrooms are long and thin, others are a tight square. You
may want to fit a shower or sink in a corner to save space. When considering small bathroom
shower ideas, think about whether you need a shower-bath combo, and what sort of door would
work best. Decorating a small space can be tricky â€” you might be torn between going bold
with colors and patterns or keeping it simple. Both routes can work, but keep in mind that
everything in your bathroom will have a big impact on the overall look. When browsing small
bathroom decorating ideas, take note of what is and is not present in other spaces. One bold
accent piece or a small bathroom rug may be enough to set the style for the whole room. The
materials you use on your counters, flooring and shower will also have an outsize influence on
the style of the room, so choose accordingly. One benefit of a smaller space is that your
material costs will be lower, so you may be able to spring for luxury materials like quartz or
marble, which would make even a small bathroom shower feel luxurious. Colors and finishes
also go a long way in a small room. When tiling a small bathroom, consider going bold with
subway or fish scale tile and bright pops of color. When it comes to storage and organization,
small bathrooms can offer quite a challenge. With little room for an extra cabinet or standing
shelves, one of the best small bathroom storage solutions is to think up. Toilets, vanities and
shelves can all be wall-mounted to free up floor space. To save space, you can purchase a small
bathroom cabinet that stands above the toilet or have shelving built into the wall. Sign In. Join
as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card! Most-Loved Rugs. Bright, Bold and Trendy Rugs. Oversized
Area Rugs by Hue. Bath Photos Bathroom. All Filters. Mid-Century Modern. French Country.
Shabby-Chic Style. Compact Vanity Color. Beige Black Blue Brown Distressed Gray Green
Orange Purple Red Turquoise White Yellow Light Wood Dark Wood Medium Wood Shower
Type. Alcove Corner Open Curbless Wet Room Double Shower Enclosure. Curtain Hinged Door
Sliding Door Three Wall Alcove Drop-in Freestanding Undermount Claw-foot Hot Tub Japanese
Wall Tile Color. Multi Pink Wall Color. Counter Color. Purple 2. Counter Material. Engineered
Quartz Granite Marble Solid Surface Wood Quartzite Laminate Tile Glass Concrete Limestone
Soapstone Onyx Terrazzo Stainless Steel Recycled Glass Zinc Copper Vessel Integrated
Wall-mount Pedestal Console Trough Vanity Door Style. Flat-panel Shaker Furniture-like
Recessed-panel Raised-panel Beaded Inset Glass-front Louvered Wall Tile Material. All Wall Tile
Ceramic Tile Porcelain Tile Subway Tile Stone Tile Mosaic Tile Glass Tile Cement Tile Stone
Slab Matchstick Tile Travertine Pebble Tile Glass Sheet Slate Terra-cotta Tile Metal Mirror
Wood-look Tile Floor Material. Medium Hardwood Vinyl Light Hardwood Dark Hardwood
Linoleum Painted Wood Bamboo Cork Brick Plywood Floor Color. Kids Master Bath Sauna
Two-piece One-piece Bidet Urinal Vanity Type. Built In Floating Number of Sinks. Single
Laundry Niche Shower Bench Toilet Room Ceiling Design. All Ceiling Designs Coffered
Exposed Beam Shiplap Tray Vaulted Wallpaper Wall Treatment. All Wall Treatments Paneling
Wainscoting Refine by: Budget. Sort by: Popular Today. Size: Compact. Save Photo. Classic
Powder Bathroom Remodel. By Karr Bick Kitchen and Bath. Luxury Farmhouse Bathroom. By
Juxtaposed Interiors. Bathroom Remodel. The Lalley. By Mauro Builders. Flatiron Loft. By
Amanda Thompson. Greenwood bathroom. By Tristan Gary Designs. North Seattle Guest
House. By Kimberlee Marie Interiors. Lowry Hill Bathroom Remodel. By Jaimie Nelson Design.
Project West. By Raena Interiors. Small Bathroom remodel. By Walls too Windows, Interior
Design. Modern Traditional. By Frances Herrera Interior Design. Brea Bathrooms. By The
Kitchen Design Center. Bright and White Master Bathroom. Modern Walnut Vanity. By Rylex
Custom Cabinetry and Closets. Bathroom in Blue. Chestnut Hill Residence. Friendship
Renovation. By Katy Popple Design. Classic White Bathroom Remodel. By Thompson
Remodeling. Small Bathroom Decorating Ideas Decorating a small space can be tricky â€” you
might be torn between going bold with colors and patterns or keeping it simple. Small Bathroom

Storage Ideas When it comes to storage and organization, small bathrooms can offer quite a
challenge. Look through bathroom pictures in different colors and styles and when you find a
small bathroom design that inspires you, save it to an Ideabook or contact the Pro who made it
happen to see what kind of design ideas they have for your home. Explore the beautiful small
bathroom photo gallery and find out exactly why Houzz is the best experience for home
renovation and design. United States. Sign In. Join as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card!
Most-Loved Rugs. Bright, Bold and Trendy Rugs. Oversized Area Rugs by Hue. Appears in.
Latest From Houzz. See also. Trending Now. Remodeling Guides. Bathroom Design. Brenna
Malmberg August 5, Save Comment Like These nine bathroom makeovers happened within 60
square feet or less. Before Photo. Even accounting for the fact that this reference photo was
snapped without a flash, the dark finish on the walls and countertops made the bathroom feel
small and cramped. A new color palette made all the difference, making the space feel light, airy
and downright delightful. Other than the color, the family also updated the windows, vanity,
sink, tub-shower combo and mirror. Baby blue tile lined a shower that leaked. Bright white wall
tiles and a glass tub-shower enclosure update the room and brighten up the once-dark space.
Kate Dickson, principal of Kate Dickson Design , started the redesign by introducing the floor
tile to the clients. They loved it right away. Read more about this bathroom remodel Get inspired
with more floating vanity photos. The home, built in , had its original bathroom, which felt
outdated and dingy to the homeowners. The homeowners ripped everything out of the
bathroom but salvaged the shower and tub. Then, they cut wood themselves to make shiplap,
installed a new double vanity, tiled the shower and painted the room for a whole new look. A
clean, streamlined design by Susan Ozipko of sO Interiors gives the couple function and
storage in a small space. The new features, such as the floating toilet and vanity, sit against a
wall of statuario marble tiles. The homeowners replaced the tub-shower combo with a
glass-doored shower. Read more about this bathroom remodel Find a bathroom designer near
you. Leaky pipes, a falling towel rack and other functional issues pushed this homeowner to
start imagining a new space. A mellow blue and white palette for the walls and vanity
complements the new shower tile and vanity countertop. Lynott had the contractor remove
everything that existed in the space and found materials that gave her an elevated look for less.
For example, she used porcelain tile in the shower instead of marble and used imitation marble
tiles on the floor. An unfinished bathroom in the basement rarely got used, as it only had a
working sink and this towel bar. To make the small space feel more open, the design team
installed a floating vanity. Read more about this bathroom remodel. Uncomfortable to Luxe
Bathroom at a Glance Who uses it: Adult daughters home for a visit or other overnight guests
Location: Glen Ellyn, Illinois Size: 52 square feet just under 5 square meters Before. The s
fixtures and finishes had seen better days and the toilet and tub were uncomfortable. The
black-and-white ceramic tiles on the floor make a fun and fresh statement in the narrow space.
Designer Susan Klimala of The Kitchen Studio of Glen Ellyn then added in more black, white
and gray features to keep the palette calm and inviting. The
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most dramatic change comes at the end of the room, where Klimala replaced the brown tub
with a sleek white tub and sliding glass door. Black-veined tile covered more than half the wall
and made the bathroom look really dark. White tiles cover the walls and floor, making the space
light and airy. Next, Tanya Mclean and Nichole Skladan of Mango Design Co brought in teak and
brushed gold materials to give the couple the midcentury style they wanted. Vibrant blue tiles in
an oversized hexagon pattern give the bathroom an immediate focal point. Next, the client got
design advice from designer Pamela Lin of Urbanism Designs and had this custom vanity made
for the space. Across from the vanity, the bathroom has a tub-shower combo with a glass panel.
Read more about this bathroom remodel Your turn: Have you transformed your small
bathroom? See comments. Explore Related Topics. Shop Related Categories. Bathroom Vanity
Lighting. People who liked this story also liked. Full Story. United States.

